Making Connections

By Caleb Madison

ACROSS
1. Alternative to Adidas
5. Sot’s sounds
9. Cold War gp.
13. Alan of “Crimes and Misdemeanors”
17. La Salle of “Coming to America”
18. 1952 Winter Olympics site
21. Place
22. Stuff in a bat bag
23. “Avatar” race
24. They might be chocolate
25. Part 1 of a connection between the last Quarterly cover and this one
29. It’s just below the majors
30. Tends to, as a lawn
31. “Night at the Museum” director Shawn
32. “She Wolf” singer
36. Part 2
41. Chart topper?
42. Range pts.
45. ___ Hilton
46. Part 3
50. Man candy
51. Gin flavorer
52. Sushi wrap
53. Under the deck
55. Noted bed-in participant
56. Singer in a ’70s R&B group
59. Number of steps needed to connect the last cover to this one
61. Teammate of James and Wade
63. Friend in France
66. 7-Eleven offerings
68. TV phenomenon created by Ryan Murphy
70. Onetime wife of Orson
74. Jenga company
76. Part 4
80. Subject of many praises
81. Cross shape
82. “Typee” sequel
83. With “The,” Doors song featured in “Apocalypse Now”
84. Part 5
88. 2000 Chris Koch comedy with Chevy Chase
90. Prehistoric suffix
91. A crowd in Cannes?
93. Application letters
94. Part 6
100. Second word in many fairy tales
102. Lincoln locale
103. Catchall category: Abbr.
104. Raquel’s “Fantastic Voyage” role
105. Comment on a blog
106. Quelques-___ (some; Fr.)
107. Repo target, say
108. Comedian Ansari
109. Self-referential, as a creative work
110. More, in a saying
111. Ariz. neighbor
112. Fish in 2003 Pixar feature

DOWN
1. Certain seaweed
2. Lackawanna’s lake
3. Try to lighten up?
4. Be mousy?
5. Fictional school with the motto “Draco dormiens nunquam titillandus”
6. “Gotcha”
7. It’s often staked
8. Infant ___ (fictional band in “Forgetting Sarah Marshall” and “Get Him to the Greek”)
9. Up to no good
10. “The Lion King” villain
11. Party animal
12. Pizza parts
13. Narrow pass
14. Partner of lock
15. Add to a soundtrack
17. Sam who directed “Evil Dead”
18. Area for David Simon and David Chase
28. Univs., e.g.
32. Mend
33. Dynamic prefix
35. Assumed name
37. Zip
38. Really digging
41. Chart topper?
42. Range pts.
44. It’s comy
45. ___ Hilton
46. Part 3
50. Man candy
51. Gin flavorer
52. Sushi wrap
53. Under the deck
55. Noted bed-in participant
56. Singer in a ’70s R&B group
59. Number of steps needed to connect the last cover to this one
61. Teammate of James and Wade
63. Friend in France
66. 7-Eleven offerings
68. TV phenomenon created by Ryan Murphy
70. Onetime wife of Orson
74. Jenga company
76. Part 4
80. Subject of many praises
81. Cross shape
82. “Typee” sequel
83. With “The,” Doors song featured in “Apocalypse Now”
84. Part 5
88. 2000 Chris Koch comedy with Chevy Chase
90. Prehistoric suffix
91. A crowd in Cannes?
93. Application letters
94. Part 6
100. Second word in many fairy tales
102. Lincoln locale
103. Catchall category: Abbr.
104. Raquel’s “Fantastic Voyage” role
105. Comment on a blog
106. Quelques-___ (some; Fr.)
107. Repo target, say
108. Comedian Ansari
109. Self-referential, as a creative work
110. More, in a saying
111. Ariz. neighbor
112. Fish in 2003 Pixar feature

Answers at www.dgaquarterly.org/HOME/Fall2010CrosswordPuzzle.aspx